Equinox Publishing Ltd
Permissions Guidelines

Permission is required to reprint text in copyright and to reproduce illustrations which have been previously published or are otherwise in copyright. You must clear all necessary permissions before delivering your book and you must include photocopies of all permissions documents with your materials when you deliver. **We require world English language rights, print and ebook editions.** Copyright holders may charge you to reprint material. In the case of illustrations, there may be two sets of fees to pay – one for permission to reproduce the image and one for a copy or hire of the artwork itself. In most cases authors must pay all permissions and artwork fees. Sometimes Equinox will agree to pay such fees up to a maximum amount. This will be made explicit in your contract. Equinox will clear copyright and undertake to pay any copyright and artwork fees associated with the image for the cover of your book. Seeking permission is time consuming, difficult and often frustrating so please allow yourself enough time to complete the process. You will need to obtain world English language rights and this may necessitate clearing UK and US rights from different sources. In the European Union, previously published works are in copyright until 70 years after the author’s death. In the US, previously published works are in copyright until 50 years after the author’s death except for works published before 1978 which are in copyright until 75 years after the author’s death, providing the author renewed the copyright after 28 years. Publication information can be checked with the Library of Congress (www.loc.gov) and the British Library (www.bl.uk). Reprinted material must be acknowledged whether or not permission is required. Include an Acknowledgements page with full source details and credit/copyright lines (reproduced exactly as required by the copyright holders in their permissions documentation) when you deliver the book.

**What does not require permission:**

- Extracts from prose works of 800 words or less quoted in the context of criticism or review; but not more than 400 words per single extract (e.g. you can have a series of extracts from one work: up to 400 words in one place and up to 400 in another as long as the total is not more than 800 words).
- One line of poetry quoted in the context of criticism or review
- Material printed originally in Equinox books or journals (but acknowledgement must be made)

**What does require permission:**

- Prose extracts of over 800 words or over 400 words in one single extract
- Poetry over one line
- Song lyrics, dramatic works/film scripts. Copyright in music involves both creators and performers (musicians, singers and record companies) so separate rights may cover music, words and printed arrangement.
- Translation in copyright of a work even if the work itself is out of copyright
- Illustrations held by museums, agencies or private individuals or taken from existing publications. Even if the work of art itself is out of copyright, museums and art galleries usually copyright slides or photographs taken of them. In the case of photographs before June 1957 the owner of the negative is usually the copyright holder, from 1957 to 31 July 1989 the commissioner of the photo is
usually the copyright holder and since 1 August 1989 the photographer is usually
the copyright holder. Photographs taken in public places (ie. locations accessible
24/7) are generally not under copyright with the exception of photographs of
people in which their faces are recognizable (for which a signed consent form
from the subject is required). Photos of children under 16 years old require written
parent/guardian consent. Consent is not necessary for photos of large numbers of
people.

- Material displayed on the internet – check the copyright notice on the web page.
- Material in copyright for which you intend to produce a new translation.

Permission must be sought from the publisher of the original material. The publisher
will want to know what text you are asking to reprint including page numbers, word
count, name of book or article, author, publication date and imprint. They will want to
know where you are reproducing the text so you will need to state the title of your
book, the publication date, Equinox Publishing Ltd as the publisher and what rights
you are seeking (world English language, print and ebook). They may also want to
know the price and print run (Valerie Hall can give you this information). When
applying for permission to reprint material please stress that the material is being
reproduced in an academic book with a small print run (small in trade publishing
terms) and that you have a limited budget set for any permissions fees. This will keep
the price down. Feel free to negotiate! If the publisher quotes what to you seems a
large fee, ask them to reduce it. They almost always do. The publisher may also
require you to seek permission of the author.

Usually if it is your own material, the publisher will not charge you a fee at all but
you still have to clear permission. Sometimes the copyright holder will ask to be sent
a copy of the published book. Equinox will be responsible for doing this so please
send a list of copies due. Please note we do not send out more than one
complimentary copy to each copyright holder (unless by special arrangement in lieu
of fees).

Please see sample permissions letter below. Please get in touch with Valerie Hall if
you need further guidance on permissions. It is often tricky to find the current
copyright holder of a work as many publishing companies have over the past few
years been subsumed into larger organisations. Editors of contributed works must
ensure that all contributors have cleared permissions for their chapters. Publishers’
addresses can be found on their websites and in the following books:

*The Publishers Directory*, published by the Gale Group
*The Directory of Publishing*, published by Continuum

When seeking permission to reproduce artwork, the gallery or museum supplying the
image file will be able to supply you with the artist’s address. A useful contact for
artwork permissions is DACS (the Design and Artist’s Copyright Society) which
represents a number of artists and photographers in the UK. Their website is

[www.dacs.co.uk](http://www.dacs.co.uk).